ANNOUNCEMENT OF AWARDS AND PRIZES

William T. Allen Award—for excellence in Physics
Tristan Wells Carlson of Georgia

Dr. I. Croom Beatty III and Susan Deverough Beatty Prize—for improvement in General Chemistry
Sarah Grace MacKinnon of Maine

Clayton Lee Burwell Scholarship—for excellence in Asian Studies
Aydrian Deyja Shores of Tennessee

Joseph D. Cushman Scholarship—for excellence in History
Charles Williamson Mathews of Kentucky
Maxwell Ward Saltman of Massachusetts
Ian Miller Storey of Mississippi
Colton Jackson Williams of Kentucky

Mary Susan Cushman Scholarship—for integrity, academic distinction, extracurricular achievement, and contributions to the life of the University
Claire Hardin Crow of Texas

Robert Woodham Daniel Prize—for expository writing
Elijah Southcott Greiner of Illinois

Davis Family Scholarship—for leadership and community service
Moe Pwint Tu of Myanmar
Robert P. Davis Memorial Scholarship—for the outstanding senior who is interested in medicine or business who exemplifies integrity, leadership, and loyalty
Taylor Lee Hall of Tennessee

Arthur B. Dugan Memorial Prize—for the outstanding junior major in Political Science
Joshua Lockhart Alvarez of Tennessee
Livia Eva Karoui of Italy
Lillian Shands Walsh of Texas

First-Year Chemistry Achievement Award—in recognition of outstanding scholastic achievement in Chemistry during the freshman year
James Forrest Collins of Florida

Freshman Prize—for the sophomore who completed the freshman year with the highest academic average
Claire Alese Smith of Mississippi

John M. Gessell Fellowship in Social Ethics
Sydney Elizabeth Masterson of Texas

Gilbert Gilchrist Memorial Music Award
Caitlin Lise Berends of Michigan

Atlee Heber Hoff Memorial Scholarship—for attainment in Economics
Jonathan Dean Crumly of Georgia

Atlee Henkel Hoff Memorial Scholarship—for attainment in Economics
Jillian Elizabeth Miller of Tennessee

Louis George Hoff Memorial Scholarship—for attainment in Chemistry
Brenna Cady Bierman of Washington

Robert Hooke Prize—for achievement in Calculus
Riley Ransom Barrett of Florida
Máté István Szurop of Hungary

The King Prize for Excellence in History
Richard Edward Pryor of Ohio

Robert Samuel Lancaster Scholarship—for attainment in Political Science
Jaden Rashard Turner Oliphant of Texas
India Elaine Tisdale of North Carolina
Charles Pollard Marks Memorial Scholarship—for the outstanding junior man exemplifying integrity, leadership, and scholarship
Edgar Huerta of Texas

Isabel Caldwell Marks Memorial Scholarship—for the outstanding junior woman exemplifying integrity, leadership, and scholarship
Moe Pwint Tu of Myanmar

Marks Merit Scholarship—for the entering freshman exhibiting outstanding academic achievement
Erica Kristina-Jane Blackburn of Texas
Dylan Jacob Lyall of Alabama

Thomas O’Conner Scholarship—for the highest scholastic attainment for three years by a junior
Taylor Lee Hall of Tennessee

Stephen Elliott Puckette II Award—for exceptional academic performance
Jackson Townes Campbell of Tennessee
Taylor Lee Hall of Tennessee
Daniel Francis Harper of Tennessee
Anna Krenning Mann of Oklahoma
Wesley Wilder McCoy of Massachusetts
Klarke J’ne Stricklin of Tennessee
Emma Fury Zeitler of Tennessee

William G. Seabold Scholar—for the outstanding junior who shows strong intellectual ability, originality of thought, great intellectual curiosity, and the ability to master concepts in his or her field of study
Emily Hunter Green of Tennessee

Robert Bowden Shepard Jr. Photography Award
Kara Louise Adams of Tennessee
Margaret Cecile Denton of Massachusetts

Shotwell Cup—for excellence in cross country
James Ashley Midyett of Alabama

Woods Leadership Award
Ezechias Nshimiyimana of Rwanda